
 

 

 

 

  

CHECKLIST BEFORE YOU GET IN THE CAR Completed? 
(Tick when completed) 

The Supervisor has checked they are legally allowed to support the Learner driver. A 

supervisor must have held an open licence for one year for the class of vehicle they 

are teaching the learner to drive in (for example, manual or automatic).  

 

The Learner and Supervisor have discussed what they hope to achieve on the next 
driving lesson.  

 

The Supervisor considers whether Learner’s knowledge, ability and experience are 
capable of meeting what is hoped to be achieved on the driving lesson.  

Supervisor prepares for the lesson, ensuring they have rehearsed the skills, and can 
communicate them effectively.  

 

The Learner and Supervisor agree how they will communicate on the driving lesson. 
 

The Learner and Supervisor consider how conditions (i.e. rain, night driving) might 
affect the driving lesson, and how they will change driving behaviours to suit 
condition.  

 

The car is registered (with registration sticker and number plates) and is road worthy. 
 

L-plates are positioned on the front and back of the car. 
 

CHECKLIST IN THE CAR Completed? 
(Tick when completed) 

Both Learner and Supervisor have their driver’s licence with them. 
 

Driving details have been captured from the odometer for later entry into the 
Learn2go Online Logbook. 

 

Learner has made necessary adjustments to they are positioned for safe, effective 
and comfortable operation of the car. 

(check seat position, check steering column, check mirrors, check head rests) 

 

Learner and Supervisor (as well as any other passengers) have seatbelt fastened and 
adjusted to fit snugly. (the lap part should sit low on their hips, and the sash should 
contact their shoulder not their neck) 

 

Learner and Supervisor have a discussion to confirm: 

 where they are going and how they are getting there 

 what they are hoping to achieve on this driving lesson  

 agreements they have made for support and communication 

 

Learner and Supervisor discuss and practice what will happen if the Supervisor has to 

take over some control of the car whilst they are driving.  

Learner and Supervisor both agree they are ready to commence drive. 
 

 

 Pre-drive checklist 


